Machine learning has the potential to become an important tool in quantum error correction as it allows the decoder to adapt to the error distribution of a quantum chip. An additional motivation for using neural networks is the fact that they can be evaluated by dedicated hardware which is very fast and consumes little power. Machine learning has been previously applied to decode the surface code. However, these approaches are not scalable as the training has to be redone for every system size which becomes increasingly difficult. In this work the existence of local decoders for higher dimensional codes leads us to use a low-depth convolutional neural network to locally assign a likelihood of error on each qubit. For noiseless syndrome measurements, numerical simulations show that the decoder has a threshold of around $7.1\%$ when applied to the 4D toric code. When the syndrome measurements are noisy, the decoder performs better for larger code sizes when the error probability is low. We also give theoretical and numerical analysis to show how a convolutional neural network is different from the 1-nearest neighbor algorithm, which is a baseline machine learning method.

1 Introduction

A full-featured quantum computer will rely on some form of error correction as physical qubits are prone to the effects of environmental noise.
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When using error correcting codes, decoders play a large role in the performance of the fault-tolerant protocols. Using neural networks to decode the surface code has been suggested in earlier works [3, 21, 36, 37]. The primary motivation inspiring these works to use neural networks is their ability to adapt to the error model. However, an issue that has not been addressed so far is scalability: in previous approaches, the neural networks have to be re-trained for every system size, despite the fact that in general machine learning methods become problematic when the input space becomes too large. Thus, it is interesting to ask whether there exists a family of quantum error correcting codes, which we can decode using neural networks in a clearly scalable way.

To provide a positive answer to this question, we introduce a decoder for the four-dimensional version of the toric code based on neural networks for which the training only has to be performed once on a small system size. Afterwards the decoder can be scaled up to arbitrary system sizes without re-training. The layout of the network is a convolutional neural network which are widely used as a building block in image recognition. Furthermore, the neural network is constant depth with respect to the scaling of the system size. Our approach is informed by the existence of local decoders for the 4D toric code [6, 7, 11, 28]. A drawback of those decoders is their low threshold of less than $2\%$ against independent noise (assuming perfect syndrome measurements). The (global) minimum-weight decoder, on the other hand, has a threshold of $10.1\%$ [33] but it is not known to be computationally efficient. Our decoder shown a threshold of $7.1\%$ while having a complexity close to local decoders. This result is very close to the $7.3\%$
reported in [14] which uses a renormalization approach. When the syndrome measurements are noisy, our decoder still performs better for larger lattice when error probability is low, see Figure 10 for the plot. More numerical simulation needs to be done to determine the threshold.

This paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we discuss previous work in which machine learning was applied to decode quantum codes. In section 3 we give a review of the 4D toric code and its properties. In section 4, we provide a general introduction to machine learning. In section 5 we describe the application of convolutional neural networks as a subroutine in our decoding algorithm. In section 6 we discuss the results of Monte-Carlo simulations. In Appendix A, we give a short introduction to the backpropagation algorithm which we use to train the neural network. In Appendix D, we give a toy example which shows how a baseline machine learning model can fail at a task similar to decoding when the system size becomes large. This highlights the importance of choosing a translational invariant model as we do. In Appendix E, we observed and analyzed one property of multi-layer convolutional neural networks, and show it fits nicely to the task of assigning likelihood of qubit errors for high dimensional toric code.

2 Previous Work

It is known for a while in the classical error correction community that the errors and syndromes of a parity checking code can be put together into a probabilistic graphical model, which is a major tool for machine learning. Probabilistic graphical models include for example Bayesian networks and the Ising model (see [39] for an introduction to probabilistic graphical model and connection to error correcting codes). In [15] (and references therein), it is shown that by using belief propagation, the decoder can achieve very good performance for LDPC and turbo code that are close to the Shannon limit. We want to note that while there is no formal connection (to our knowledge) between neural networks and graphical models, a graphical model of a problem is often helpful for designing the architecture of the neural network. For example, in [25] the structure of the Tanner graph is used to construct a neural network, in order to improve belief propagation for (classical) codes that have high density checks.

In [29], the authors discussed applying belief propagation to decoding of quantum stabilizer codes. While stabilizer codes and classical parity checking codes share many similarities, the authors highlighted several issues that might cause belief propagation to work much worse for stabilizer codes (even with low density checks). In [12, 13], the authors used belief propagation as a subroutine in the renormalization decoder for topological codes, with the purpose of synchronizing marginal probabilities across neighbouring cells.

Neural network decoder for quantum stabilizer codes has been studied in [3, 21, 36, 37] (more precisely in [36] hidden Boltzmann machines are used instead of neural networks). Our work will use a similar scheme as [21, 36], where the neural networks predict which qubits have undergone an error. In [3, 37], the neural networks output 1 or 2 bits which will correct the final measurement of the logical operators. The main difference of our work is that our machine learning decoder is naturally scalable through the use of convolutional neural networks.

3 The 4D Toric Code

3.1 Definition

The 4D toric code is a stabilizer quantum code defined on a four-dimensional (4D) hypercubic lattice which was first considered in [11]. We will consider periodic boundary conditions so that topologically the lattice is a 4D torus. The faces of the lattice are squares and they are identified with the qubits. From now on we will use the words face and qubit interchangeably. The number of faces in a lattice of side-length $L$ is $\binom{4}{2} L^4 = 6L^4$. This follows from the fact that every face is uniquely determined by a vertex $v$ and two coordinates $i, j \in \{x, y, z, w\}$, so that the face with base-point $v$ lies in the $i$-$j$-plane. More generally, the number of $k$-dimensional objects in the lattice (1-dimensional objects would be edges or 3-dimensional objects would be cubes) is given by $\binom{4}{k} L^4$. There are stabilizer checks for every edge and cube in the lattice. A stabilizer check associated with a particular edge acts as Pauli-$X$ on the faces of the edge, whereas a stabilizer check associated with a particular cube acts as Pauli-$Z$ on all
Figure 1: The stabilizer checks of the 4D toric code correspond to edges which act as Pauli-$X$ on all qubits incident to an edge (left) and cubes which act as Pauli-$Z$ on all qubits incident to an edge (right).

Consider an operator $E$ acting as Pauli-$Z$ on some subset of qubits. For $E$ to commute with an $X$-check their overlap has to be even. Hence, to commute with all $X$-checks $E$ can not contain any connected components that have a boundary where a single face is incident to an edge. Geometrically this means that $E$ has to be a collection of boundaryless (closed) surfaces. If $E$ itself is the boundary of a 3D volume inside the hypercubic lattice then it is the product of all $Z$-stabilizer elements inside this volume. But there are other examples of surfaces which do not have a boundary: Since the topology of the lattice is non-trivial we can consider a sheet extending over the whole $x$-$y$-plane. Due to the periodicity of the lattice this sheet has no boundary, but it is not itself the boundary of any 3D volume and thus it is not the product of any $Z$-stabilizers. It is therefore a logical operator. There is one such operator for every plane in the lattice. Each plane is labelled by two coordinates ($x$-$y$-plane, $x$-$z$-plane, ... ) so that the 4D toric code encodes $\binom{4}{2} = 6$ logical qubits. A sheet extending through the whole lattice consists of at least $L^2$ faces which means that the 4D toric code has distance growing quadratically with the number of physical qubits. The parameters of the code are $[n = 6L^4, k = 6, d = L^2]$.

In [33] the authors argue that the threshold of the 4D toric code against independent bit-flip and phase-flip errors is approximately $p_c \approx 0.11$ under minimum-weight decoding. This is the same threshold as for the 2D toric code and the surface code.

3.2 Syndromes

A feature of the 4D toric code is that the set of violated stabilizer checks form extended objects: since we pick up the boundary of an error (which is a collection of surfaces), the syndrome will always form closed loops as opposed to a set of points for the 2D toric code or surface code. A minimum-weight decoding, similar to minimum-weight perfect matching for the 2D toric code, is finding a minimum-area surface among all surfaces that have the syndrome as its boundary. It is known that the problem of finding such a minimum-are surface can be solved efficiently when the lattice is three-dimensional [32], but it is open whether it can be solved efficiently for a 4D lattice. However, there are several decoders with worse error-correction performance than the minimum weight decoder but which are computationally efficient [1, 7, 11, 18, 28]. The common way these decoders operate is by iteratively shortening the syndrome loops by flipping nearby faces.

The fact that the syndromes form closed loops can be understood in terms of local linear dependencies between the stabilizer elements: Taking all $X$-checks (edges) which are incident to a particular vertex gives the identity operator. This is the case because for every triple of vertex, edge and face which are pairwise incident to one another we can always find one more edge which is incident to the same vertex and face (see Figure 2). Similarly, taking all $Z$-checks (cubes) of one hypercube gives the identity since there are two cubes are overlapping on every face of the hypercube.

Figure 2: The dependency of the edge stabilizers which are incident to a common vertex. Taking the product of all edge-stabilizers (red) incident to a common vertex (red) gives the identity.
syndrome and the Z-syndrome are encoded by a classical linear code. The code words of this code are the valid syndromes. What are the parameters of this code? - There is a bit for every X-check (edge) in the lattice, so the block size of the code is $4L^4$. There is a local dependency for every vertex. However, the local dependencies themselves are not independent. Taking the product over all vertices and all edge-checks incident to this vertex gives the identity since every edge is incident to two vertices. Hence, the number of independent checks in the classical linear code encoding the syndrome information is $L^4 - 1$. The encoded syndrome information therefore contains $4L^4 - (L^4 - 1) = 3L^4 + 1$ bits. The distance of the classical code is 4 since adding the boundary of a face takes us from one valid syndrome to another valid syndrome.

Since the syndrome of the 4D toric code is encoded it has some build-in robustness against syndrome errors. In comparison, it is known that the 2D toric code does not have a decoding threshold in the presence of syndrome noise. The parity measurements have to be repeated and the record of the repeated syndrome measurements is decoded. This essentially implements a repetition code in time. Repeating measurements is not necessary for the 4D toric code to have increased error suppression capabilities with larger system size. The fact that measurements are not repeated is referred to as single-shot measurements. It has been shown analytically in [5] that a single-shot decoder can have a threshold and single-shot decoders for the 4D toric code have analyzed numerically in [2, 7, 14].

As 4D space is hard to visualize it is useful to consider the 3D toric code to gain some geometric intuition. It is defined on a 3D cubic lattice with periodic boundaries. Similarly to the 4D toric code the qubits are identified with the faces of the lattice and the X-stabilizer checks act on all faces incident to an edge (weight 4) while the Z-stabilizer checks act on all faces incident to a cube (weight 6). A boundaryless sheet acting as Pauli-Z commutes with all X-stabilizer checks just as for the 4D toric code. The X-stabilizer checks also satisfy the local linear dependencies shown in Figure 2. To commute with all Z-stabilizer checks it suffices to take a closed loop of Pauli-X operators in the dual lattice. The existence of these string-like logical operators results in a threshold which is generally lower under minimum-weight decoding [33, 38].

4 Basics of Machine Learning

To have a better understanding of our decoding procedure, it is useful to first give a small overview of machine learning. This will provide insights to advantages and limitations of our procedure, and possible ways to improve it. For more extensive review on machine learning and in particular neural networks, we refer to [17, 22, 26].

Machine learning is often categorized into supervised learning, unsupervised learning and reinforcement learning, each has a different focus. However, all of them usually involve the use of some models. In this paper, the word “model” simply means a family of functions $f_\alpha$ or subroutines $s_\alpha$, where the (most likely multidimensional) parameter $\alpha$ needs to be trained by certain learning algorithms. Below we give a not very comprehensive introduction to these three kinds of learning

- **Supervised learning** is to find $\alpha$ such that $f_\alpha = f_{\text{hidden}}$, where $f_{\text{hidden}}$ is given implicitly by a dataset of input-output pairs $(x_i, y_i = f_{\text{hidden}}(x_i))$.

- **Unsupervised learning** refers to many different tasks which are related to finding structures in a dataset. In contrary to supervised learning, there is no desired output for each entry in the dataset. For example, considering tasks in error correction, inferring properties of the error model from a dataset of syndromes or using the dataset to generate new similar syndromes can be viewed as unsupervised learning, as well as some tasks studied in [9].

- **Reinforcement learning** is concerned with how agents ought to take actions in an environment so as to maximize some notion of cumulative reward. However, in this paper we will use the word “reinforcement learning” to denote the optimization of a subroutine $s_\alpha$ of a program, so that at the end of the program a predefined score is maximized.

For complicated tasks, it is beneficial to combine these approaches. A notable example which
highlights this is the recent success of the AI AlphaGo [30, 31]. We give a short summary of this combined approach in Appendix C and discuss some ideas for applying it to the decoding problem of quantum codes.

One major difficulty encountered in machine learning is the overwhelmingly large input/state space. Here we will only give a short explanation of how this difficulty arises in supervised learning. Recall that we are given a dataset \((x_i, y_i)\) with the goal being approximating \(f_{\text{hidden}}\). If the input space is large, then for a random \(x\), it is unlikely that \(x\) is “similar” to any of the \(x_i\) from the dataset. Therefore, it is hard to guess the value of \(f_{\text{hidden}}(x)\) and approximate it by \(f_{\alpha}(x)\). This is why often the most important part of a machine learning project is to choose a suitable model, usually by encoding the prior knowledge of the task into it. The model we use in this paper is neural networks which we introduce in the following section.

4.1 Basics of Neural Networks

A neural network is a directed, multipartite graph consisting of layers \(l = 0, \ldots, L\). The vertices in layer \(l\) are connected to vertices in the following layer \(l + 1\).

The vertices of the network are called neurons. The main idea behind the neural network is the following: Each neuron computes a primitive non-linear function \(f_{w, b}: \mathbb{R}^q \to \mathbb{R}\), for which the input values are given by neurons of the previous layer connected to it. The subscripts \(w \in \mathbb{R}^q\) and \(b \in \mathbb{R}\) are parameters which can differ for each neuron. Before we discuss the function \(f_{w, b}\) in more detail let us first understand how the network performs a computation. The neurons in the first layer do not have any predecessors and their output is simply set to be the input of the network, which is a bit string \(x \in \{0, 1\}^m\). The values of the neurons in the last layer are interpreted as the output of the network. We see that the network describes a function \(F: \{0, 1\}^m \to [0, 1]^n\). The first layer \(l = 0\) is called the input layer and the last layer \(l = L\) is called the output layer. All other layers \(l = 1, \ldots, L-1\) are called hidden layers since they are considered to be internal to the network.

The parameters \(w\) and \(b\) are called weights and biases. They define a linear map \(w \cdot y + b\) where \(y\) is the input of the neuron. The function that each neuron computes has the form:

\[
f_{w, b}: \mathbb{R}^q \to [0, 1], \quad y \mapsto \sigma(w \cdot y + b) \tag{1}
\]

where in this paper \(\sigma\) is either tanh or the sigmoid function

\[
\sigma(z) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp(-z)} \tag{2}
\]

which is plotted in Figure 4. Both non-linear functions can be thought of as a smoothed step function. The smoothness of \(\sigma\) is important to the training of the neural networks as it is based on optimizing certain objective function with gradient descent.

Let us have a look at a small example which gives some intuition why neural networks are able to perform interesting computations: Consider a single neuron which takes \(q = 2\) inputs and has weights \(w = (-12, -12)\) and bias \(b = 17\). The neuron computes the following values for each input:

\[
\begin{align*}
    f(0, 0) &= \sigma(17) \approx 1 \\
    f(1, 0) &= \sigma(5) \approx 1 \\
    f(0, 1) &= \sigma(5) \approx 1 \\
    f(1, 1) &= \sigma(-7) \approx 0.
\end{align*} \tag{3}
\]
We observe that these are approximately the input/output relations of the NAND gate. The approximation can be made arbitrarily close by increasing the absolute values of the weights $w$ and the bias $b$. Since any Boolean function $F : \{0, 1\}^m \rightarrow \{0, 1\}^n$ can be computed by a network of NAND gates, there consequently also exists a representation of $F$ as a neural network. However, in practice it is more efficient to adapt the connectivity of the network to the problem at hand.

The process of training the network, i.e. gradually adapting the values of the weights $w$ and biases $b$ to make the network a desired function, is described in Appendix A.

4.2 Convolutional Neural Networks

Compared to fully connected neural networks, convolutional neural networks (CNN) require much fewer parameters to describe. We will start with the definition of one convolutional layer. The input to the layer resides on a $D$-dimensional lattice of size $L^D$. On each lattice site, there is a $d$-dimensional vector $x_u \in \mathbb{R}^d$, where the subscript $u \in \mathbb{Z}_L^D$ (we use $\mathbb{Z}_L$ to denote integer in range $[0, L − 1]$). We define the kernel to be a vector $K_{u,i}$, where $u \in \mathbb{Z}_L^D$ and $i \in \mathbb{Z}_d$. With a slight abuse of notation, we will say such a kernel has size $n^D$. The convolution is then

$$y_v = \sum_{u \in \mathbb{Z}_L^D} \sum_{i \in \mathbb{Z}_d} x_{v-u,i} K_{u,i},$$

where $x_{v-u,i}$ is the $i$th element of $x_{v-u}$, and each element of $v$ has range $[n - 1, L - 1]$. The index $v$ of the output $y$ can be shifted according to needs (e.g. to $\mathbb{Z}_{L-n+1}^D$). In this paper, we solely work with input that has the periodic boundary condition. Thus, we can indeed treat the indices $u$ of input $x_u$ as elements of the cyclic group $\mathbb{Z}_L^D$. The convolution given in Equation 4 can then be modified accordingly such that $v \in \mathbb{Z}_L^D$. If there are $r$ different kernels, we can apply Equation 4 for each kernel individually and obtain $y_{v,i}$, where $i \in \mathbb{Z}_r$. We will say the resulted output $y_{v,i}$ has $r$ channels, and further convolution can be again applied on $y_{v,i}$ according to Equation 4. Non-linear functions are usually applied after each convolution. In this paper, convolutional neural networks are neural networks with only convolutional layers (where in computer vision, the convolutional neural networks usually contains coarse-grain layers, etc).

The connectivity of a 1D convolutional neural networks is illustrated in Figure 13. We can see that a convolutional layer is simply a neural network layer with local connectivity and the weights are translationally invariant.

5 Machine Learning for Decoding Quantum Codes

Decoding quantum error correcting codes can be considered both as a supervised and reinforcement learning problem.

Supervised learning: In most scenarios, we can generate pairs of (syndrome, correct decoding), either by simulation on classical computer or data from real experiments. Thus, we can use the pairs to train suitable models.

Reinforcement learning: Training certain types of decoders is more naturally considered as reinforcement learning problem. For example, we can leave some freedom in the cellular automaton decoder to be trained, with the goal of optimizing the memory time. In this setting, there is not a clear correct answer at each time step, and therefore we cannot directly train the cellular automaton with a input-output relation.

One major difficulty of applying machine learning to decoding is the variable lattice size (or in
Given an use the following architecture for decoding:

1. Decoding quantum error correcting codes is a quite complicated task. In order for the fully-connected neural nets to approximate the input-output relation, they need to have large amount of parameters (either by having many layers or many neurons in each layer). This might already require too many computational resources to set up the nets or train them.

2. A neural net with large amount of parameters in turn requires large amount of training data, in order to not overfit.

See Appendix D for a relevant discussion on obstacle of applying a baseline machine learning algorithm to decoding problem on large lattice.

### 5.1 Architecture and Training

In this subsection, we will only concern about Pauli-X stabilizer checks. We can pack the $6L^4$ qubits into a multi-dimensional array of shape $(L, L, L, L, 6)$, and the Pauli-X stabilizer checks into one of shape $(L, L, L, L, 4)$. We choose to use the following architecture for decoding:

**Architecture:** Given an $X$-syndrome with shape $(L, L, L, L, 4)$, a convolutional neural net (CNN) is applied, with an output of shape $(L, L, L, L, 6)$. Pauli-X is applied to one or multiple qubits according to the output, and the error syndrome is updated accordingly. This process is repeated until no syndrome is left or certain condition for halting is met. For the particular training process we will describe shortly after, we choose to flip qubits corresponding to the largest values in the outputs from the CNN.

**Training:** It is not clear how the CNN should decide which qubits to flip, thus a natural approach would be optimizing the CNN to achieve the best memory time. However, we decide to explicitly train the CNN to estimate whether a bit-flip has occurred on each qubit. While not optimal, it allows a much faster training process and it is less prone to finite size effect potentially caused by reinforcement learning on a small lattice.

This architecture has a few desired properties. First, the convolutional neural net is a constant-depth (with respect to $L$) and translationally-invariant local circuit. As a result, each element of the $(L, L, L, L, 6)$ output is determined by its surrounding region in the same way. Note that this also means that the training only needs to be done on a constant size region, which is a huge advantage for high dimensional lattices as the computational resource needed grows very fast with respect to $L$. Once we trained the CNN on a lattice with size $L$, we can naturally extend it to a larger size $L' > L$, therefore we can evaluate the performance of a fixed CNN on several different size $L$. This is crucial for discussing the error suppression ability by increasing the system size, or performing an estimation of the decoding threshold. We shall point out that the architecture together with training procedure is designed with 4D toric code in mind, where multiple local decoders have already shown a threshold behavior.

To some degree, the aim of our neural network decoder is to develop a local decoding strategy such as those analyzed in [7]. In order to see this, we will give a brief introduction to the DKLP rule and the Toom’s rule. For the DKLP rule, a qubit is flipped if 3 or 4 adjacent edge stabilizer checks are violated, and is flipped with probability $1/2$ if only two are violated. This update rule should not apply simultaneously to faces that share an edge. Toom’s rule is defined for a 2D lattice, where each face is associated with a degree of freedom which can take the values $+1$ and $-1$. In each step of the Toom’s rule, the value of a face will be flipped if it is different from both its ‘north’ and ‘east’ faces’ values. It can be applied to the 4D toric code by applying it to every 2D plane of the 4D hypercubic lattice (e.g. applying to all $x$-$y$-planes and then applying to all $x$-$z$-planes, etc). It is not hard to see that for
both rules, the criteria which decides whether a qubit should be flipped or not can be written as a neural network. After all, the neural networks can approximate any function on a finite input spaces. Intuitively, the DKLP rule tries to flip qubits that likely have an error on them, which our neural network decoder also intends to achieve due to the specific training procedure. On the other hand, Toom’s rule is not designed with this goal in mind. Therefore, it will not be obtained by our training procedure. This serves as a reminder that some good decoders require a different training procedure to find, e.g. some kind of reinforcement learning. It is worth noting that the schedule components of these rules (i.e. applying Toom’s rule to 2D planes sequentially and applying DKLP rule to non-adjacent faces) are not contained in the architecture of our decoder. If the goal is to accurately simulate the DKLP and Toom’s rules, we can introduce a clock variable as an additional input on each face.

One detail of our architecture is that, as we mentioned in the architecture paragraph, we flip qubits corresponding to the largest values in the outputs from the CNN. In order to reduce the computational time of decoding, we can flip multiple qubits based on a single evaluation of the CNN. In the numerical simulation described in section 6, the number of qubits to be flipped is chosen to be \( \frac{\text{#(current violated syndrome checks)}}{x} \), where \( x \) is around 50. We did not study the effect of different choice of \( x \). It can be viewed as a tunable parameter that requires further optimization. Another reasonable way is to flip the qubits whose corresponding values from the CNN’s output are larger than a pre-determined threshold. If this approach is used, the decoder will be completely local with respect to the 4D lattice.

We also add an additional step in the architecture when decoding syndromes from perfect measurements of check operators, which is to apply the “parallel line decoder” introduced in Appendix B. The motivation comes from the observation that without the parallel line decoder, a large percentage of the failures are resulted from the decoder getting stuck at syndromes that only contains a few pairs of parallel lines (e.g. Figure 11). Failures of this type are called “energy-barrier limited decoding” in [7]. As we do not focus on building a completely local decoder, we choose to use this simple and fast subroutine to improve the performance.

6 Numerical Analysis of the Neural Network Decoder

6.1 Error Model and Setup

We perform a numerical analysis of the neural network decoder by Monte Carlo simulations. We consider two error models: (a) In the first error model we assume that the measurements of the check operators can be done perfectly. We consider the independent X-Z-error model in which a Pauli-X and a Pauli-Z are applied independently to each qubit with probability \( p \). (b) In the second error model we take measurement errors into account. The errors on the qubits are modeled as in (a). Additionally each outcome of a syndrome measurement is flipped with probability \( q \). The error correction procedure of the Pauli-X errors and the Pauli-Z errors can be done independently as each parity-check can only detect either type and all parity-checks are pairwise commuting.

For error model (a) where measurements are perfect we numerically estimate the rate of logical errors \( \hat{P} \) depending on the physical error rate \( p \). The rate of logical errors \( \hat{P} \) is the probability of the neural network decoder to apply a non-trivial logical operator (or exceeding a time limit). We can estimate \( \hat{P} \) for a fixed \( p \) as follows: First, we sample an error \( E \) by applying a Pauli-X or Pauli-Z each with probability \( p \). We then compute the result of the syndrome check measurements \( s \) and give it to the neural network decoder which determines a recovery operator \( R \). After the application of \( R \) we are back in a code state. The decoder was successful if the application of \( E \) and \( R \) acts trivially on the code state. This can be checked efficiently since any operator which leaves the code space as a whole invariant acts non-trivially within the code space if and only if it commutes with all other logical operators.

For error model (b), which takes syndrome errors into account, the neural network decoder can in general not correct back to a code state since the decoder has access to the erroneous measurement result only. To obtain a threshold we estimate the memory time \( T \) which gives the av-
average number of error correction rounds until a logical failure occurs. If the physical error rate is below threshold the memory time will diverge with increasing lattice size $L$. More concretely, in each error correction round, we first sample an error $E$ by applying a Pauli-$X$ or Pauli-$Z$ each with probability $p$ and update the (noiseless) syndrome check measurement $s$ from the last round. We then flip each bit in $s$ with probability $q$ to obtain the faulty syndrome check measurement $s'$ in $s$, and feed $s'$ to the neural network decoder. The decoder will output a list of position where Pauli-$X$ or Pauli-$Z$ are applied, so we can keep track of the noiseless syndrome measurement $s$ afterwards. To evaluate whether a logical failure has occurred, we input $s$ to the decoder we use in the error model (a). Note that we do not have to repeat the syndrome measurements as for the 2D toric code.

The networks we consider consist of a input layer which receives the result of the parity check measurements, one convolutional layer with kernel size $3^4$ (i.e. $n = 3$ in Equation 4) and then two convolutional layer with kernel size $1^4$. The number of channels in the hidden layer is 15 for the noiseless syndrome measurement, and 20 for the noisy case. The choices of these numbers here are mostly aimed for a large neural network without getting too slow or require too much memory to train. After the linear map of the final convolutional layer, a softmax function is applied on all inputs:

$$x_i \rightarrow \frac{e^{x_i}}{\sum_j e^{x_j}} \quad \text{(5)}$$

It is a widely used in the scenario when we want the output to be a probability distribution (i.e. non-negative numbers that sum to 1). However, there is no obvious reason that the softmax layer is needed in our neural networks, as during the decoding process we only care about the relative order of the output numbers, which the softmax layer preserves. The rational behind this is that among the limited number of neural networks we trained, the ones with the softmax layer performs slightly better. Note that the softmax layer breaks the locality of the networks. Nevertheless, if preferred, we can view softmax together with the cross-entropy as the modified cost function, while the neural networks remains local.

A 1D slice of the neural network connectivity is shown in Figure 5. It is obvious that without the softmax layer, each element in the output is determined only by a corresponding $3^4$ local region on the input. The reason that we only have one convolutional layer with kernel size $3^4$ is mainly due to the faster runtime and likely will cause less finite-size effect on the lattice sizes we are testing on. See Appendix E for more discussion on using deeper neural networks.

### 6.2 Training

We trained two neural networks for error model (a) and (b) described in section 6.1 respectively. However, the same neural network will be used for decoding syndromes generated according to different error probabilities. Roughly speaking, the training of the neural networks is done using gradient descent (see section 4.1). The inputs are error syndromes of shape $(L, L, L)$. The outputs have shape $(L, L, L, 6)$, where an element is equal to $1/N$ if an error happened on the corresponding qubit and equal to 0 otherwise, with $N$ being the total number of errors. The normalization is done to match the normalization done by the softmax layer. We use a variation of the gradient descent algorithm called ADAM [20], which is included in the TENSORFLOW library. The cost function we use is cross-entropy. We also manually lower the learning rate of ADAM when the
decrease of cost function slows down. For error model (a), we train the network with syndromes corresponding to error rate $p$ uniformly distributed from $3\%$ to $7\%$. For error model (b), we train the network with error rate $p$ uniformly distributed from $2\%$ to $3\%$, and $q$ being a constant $2.5\%$. These values were determined to be the approximate locations of the thresholds in trial runs.

We also applied the neural network decoder to the 3D toric code under error model (a). The convolutions chosen to be three dimensional in this case, but the structure of the neural network is identical otherwise. The network is trained for $p$ at $17\%$ which is again just below the value of the threshold.

We do want to note that the details of the training are not very important (e.g. the variation of gradient descent we use, the concrete parameters we used for gradient descent, etc). Indeed, the neural nets in this paper are fairly shallow compared to the neural networks used by the machine learning community at the present time. Based on experience, any refined gradient optimizer should be able to train the networks decently well without fine-tuning the training parameters. Additionally, we almost did not do any post-selection on the training of neural networks, and in general the decoder works reasonably well.
with a trained neural network. We believe the performance of decoder observed in this paper is not a rare event.

6.3 Performance

To evaluate the performance, we follow the procedures described in section 6.1. We will first discuss the results for error model (a) where we assume perfect stabilizer measurements. As we mentioned in section 5.1, the parallel line decoder is applied after the neural network decoder when obtaining these results. In Figure 8 and Figure 9, we plot the logical error rates versus the physical error rates and compare them with the minimum-weight decoder. The minimum-weight decoder is implemented by mapping the problem of finding a minimum surface with the syndrome as boundary to a linear integer programming problem.

We assume a scaling behavior in the variable

\[ x = (p - p_c)L^{1/\nu} \]  

(6)

to determine the critical error probability \( p_c \). We expand the logical error probability \( \bar{P} \) for small \( x \) (around \( p = p_c \) where the dependence on the system size \( L \) is small):

\[ \bar{P}(p, L) = A + Bx + Cx^2 \]  

(7)

For the 4D toric code we obtain by fitting Equation 7 to the data for \( p = 0.066, 0.068, 0.072, 0.074 \) (see Figure 9). The fitting parameters \( p_c \) and \( \nu \) were determined by a non-linear fit:

\[ p_c = 0.071 \pm 0.003, \quad \nu = 0.65 \pm 0.02 \]  

(8)

This is comparable to the performance of the 4D renormalization group decoder described in [14] which achieves a threshold of \( p_c = 0.073 \pm 0.001 \) for the same error model.

Below we will discuss error model (b) with measurement errors. Here we will always set \( p = q \), where \( p \) is the error rate of the physical qubits, and \( q \) is the error rate of each stabilizer parity measurement. For clarification, we do not use the parallel line decoder for this error model. In Figure 10, we plot the average memory time \( T \) versus the error rate \( p \). Due to a time restriction on the computing cluster some runs were forced to halt where the simulated system was still in a correctable state. In the worst case (large system

Figure 8: (a) The results of the numerical simulation for the 3D toric code for Z-errors only, assuming perfect measurements. We considered system sizes \( L = 6, 8, 10, 12 \). The lines cross at around 17.5%. (b) Results for the minimum-weight decoder which has exponential run-time. The lines cross at around 23%. Note that the threshold of the line-like logical operator will be significantly lower (see [33]).
Figure 9: (a) The results of the numerical simulation for the 4D toric code assuming perfect measurements. We considered system sizes \( L = 5, 6, 7, 8 \). The solid lines are given by the values of Equation 7. (b) Numerical simulation for the minimum-weight decoder assuming perfect measurements. The lines cross at around 11\% which is in agreement with the numerical results of [2].

Figure 10: The results of the numerical simulation for the 4D toric code assuming noisy measurements. We considered system sizes \( L = 5, 6, 7, 8 \). The error bars show the 80\% confidence interval. The dashed lines indicate a linear fit in the log-log-plot. The memory time is expected to decay exponentially with \( p \) and diverge exponentially with increasing \( L \) for any fixed \( p < p_c \). The data does not allow a precise estimation of the threshold \( p_c \).

7 Discussion

We have shown how convolutional neural networks can be utilized to decode higher dimensional topological quantum codes, leading to a scalable architecture. The neural network is trained once and can then be scaled up to arbitrary system sizes. However, our approach is only one way of utilizing neural networks to decode high-dimensional quantum codes. Given the versatility of neural networks, it is clear that there will be other approaches to the problem, which are worth exploring. As we mentioned in section 5, ideally we need to perform reinforcement learning (i.e. optimize the parameters of the neural networks with the objective being lowest logical error rate or longest memory time).
There is another important reason that we choose neural networks instead of other machine learning models for decoding. As discussed in [4], good learning algorithms should be efficient in terms of human involvement. For example, it is highly undesirable if small changes in the quantum error correcting code and the experimental hardware require a large amount of human effort to rewrite the learning algorithms. These environmental changes are certainly going to happen very frequently before a large-scale quantum computer is built. On the other hand, if a certain class of learning algorithms are fast to implement, then with the same amount of man-hour we can test more different algorithms for the problem. Therefore, less human involvement often translates to better performance. At the moment of writing, neural networks have some of the most flexible and automated software packages among machine learning models.

We would also like to highlight that using neural networks for decoding may have advantages from a practical perspective. Many specialized neural network chips have been manufactured [19, 23, 24] which promise much lower power consumption. If the decoding has to take place inside a fridge such dedicated hardware could help to keep down thermal noise. For example, in [23] the authors report on an integrated circuit implementing a network of 1 million neurons on a $240\mu m \times 390\mu m$ CMOS chip. The chip draws $20\text{mW/cm}^2$ as compared to $50\text{W/cm}^2$-100W/cm$^2$ for a modern CPU or 30W/cm$^2$ for an FPGA [34], thereby reducing potential thermal noise by orders of magnitude.

A natural question is whether we can build a similar convolutional neural network decoder for 2D toric code. As the architecture we proposed heavily based on the fact that 4D toric code can be decoded in a local single-shot manner, it cannot be directly applied to 2D toric code. However, we foresee that a decent convolutional neural network decoder for 2D toric code exists, and it will likely share many similarities to the renormalization group decoder in [13].
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A Training of Neural networks

We have mentioned in the main text that neural networks are a powerful ansatz to model functions \( F : \{0,1\}^m \rightarrow [0,1]^n \). The question is how to choose the individual weights and biases of the neurons to make the network compute \( F \), or at least give a good approximation. This task can be formulated in terms of an optimization problem where pairs of input and desired output \((x,F(x))\) are used to find the right weights and biases. In our setup we assume that the inputs of \( F \) are weighed by some probability distribution \( P : \{0,1\}^m \rightarrow [0,1] \). The distribution \( P \) prioritizes certain inputs over others and effectively reduces the dimensionality of the input space. In principle we would want to optimize over all possible pairs of inputs and outputs of \( F \) (while taking \( P \) into account). However, this is generally not practicable so that we restrict ourselves to optimize over some subset \( D \subset \{(x,F(x)) \mid x \in \{0,1\}^m\} \). The set \( D \) is sampled according to this distribution \( P \). The optimization of the network is called training and the sample \( D \) is called the training data or training set.

We will now describe the training of neural networks based on gradient descent. We denote the weight vector of the \( i \)th neuron in layer \( l \) by \( w^l_{i,j} \) and the \( j \)th entry of this vector by \( w^l_{i,j} \). Similarly, the bias of the \( i \)th neuron in the \( l \)th layer is labeled \( b^l_{i} \). These are the parameters that we need to optimize. An essential ingredient for the optimization is a measure of how good a neural network performs on the training data \( D \). This measure is called the cost function \( C_D(w^l_{i,j}, b^l_{i}) \) which usually maps the values of the weights \( w^l_{i,j} \) and biases \( b^l_{i} \) of the neural network into \([0, \infty] \). If the value of the cost function is small then this is an indicator that the network performs well. For reasons that will become apparent in the following discussion, we demand \( C_D \) to be differentiable. An obvious choice for the cost function is the average squared \( L^2 \) norm \( \| \cdot \|^2 \) of the difference of the networks output \( F^N(x,w^l_{i,j},b^l_{i}) \), which depends on the choice of the weights \( w^l_{i,j} \) and biases \( b^l_{i} \), and the desired value \( F(x) \) over all elements of the training set \( D \):

\[
C_D(w^l_{i,j}, b^l_{i}) = \frac{1}{2|D|} \sum_{(x,F(x)) \in D} \|F^N(x,w^l_{i,j},b^l_{i}) - F(x)\|^2
\]

(9)

To optimize the weights and biases we perform an iterative procedure called gradient de-
scent. A good introduction to gradient descent and its variants can be found in [16]. Generally, gradient descent is a tool to find a local minimum of a differentiable function \( f : \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) which is close to some initial point \( x_0 \in \mathbb{R}^n \). In the first step we evaluate the negative gradient \(-\nabla f \) at \( x_0 \). By following the negative gradient for a small enough distance we will obtain a point \( x_1 := x_0 - \eta_0 \nabla f(x_0) \) such that \( f(x_1) \leq f(x_0) \). Iterating this process gives a sequence \( x_0, x_1, x_2, x_3, \ldots \), where

\[
x_{i+1} := x_i - \eta_i \nabla f(x_i).
\] (10)

If the parameters \( \eta_i \) where chosen small enough we have that \( f(x_{i+1}) \leq f(x_i) \) so that the sequence \( x_i \) will converge towards the location of a local minimum. Clearly, we do not want to choose the \( \eta_i \) too small or otherwise the rate of convergence of the \( x_i \) will be slow. However, if we are choosing \( \eta_i \) too large it will make us over-shoot the location of the local minimum. There are situations in which \( f \) satisfies conditions, i.e. if \( f \) is convex and smooth, in which there exists an explicit choice of \( \eta_i \) for which the convergence can be guaranteed. In the context of training neural networks the parameters \( \eta_i \) are collectively referred to as the learning rate. At the time of writing there is no developed theory on how to choose the learning rates optimally and we have to consider heuristics. An overview of several heuristics can be found in [27].

Let us now apply gradient descent to optimize neural networks. The setup is the following: We have some set of training data \( D \), a neural network with some initial choice of weights and biases and a cost function \( C_D \). The task is to find weights and biases which (locally) minimize the cost function \( C_D \). This confronts us with the problem of how to compute the gradient \( \nabla C_D \). This is solved by the second major ingredient of the training of neural networks: The backpropagation algorithm. The backpropagation algorithm consists of two steps: In the first step we compute the cost function \( C_D \) of the neural network (Eqn. 9) as well as record all values of the neurons in the network. To evaluate the output of the network \( F^N \) we evaluating the input \( x \) on the first hidden layer and then feed the output of the first hidden layer into the second hidden layer and so forth until we obtain the output of the network at the last layer. In the second step of the backpropagation algorithm we compute the derivative of the cost function with respect to all weights and biases. The derivatives can be computed in linear time in the number of neurons. Obtaining the derivatives is a matter of applying the chain rule several times. To simplify notation we introduce the variable

\[
s_i^l = \sum_{k \in \text{pred}(i,l)} w_{i,k} f_{k}^{l-1} + b_i^l,
\]

where \( \text{pred}(i,l) \) and \( f_i^l \) are the predecessors and the value of the \( i \)th neuron in the \( l \)th layer respectively. Remember that the value of a neuron is \( f_i^l = \sigma(s_i^l) \). The derivatives of the cost function \( C_D \) with respect to the weight \( w_{i,j}^l \) can be expanded as

\[
\frac{\partial C_D}{\partial w_{i,j}^l} = \frac{\partial C_D}{\partial s_i^l} \frac{\partial s_i^l}{\partial w_{i,j}^l}
\] (11)

The second factor of Equation 11 is simply

\[
\frac{\partial s_i^l}{\partial w_{i,j}^l} = f_i^{l-1}.
\] (12)

The form of the first term of Equation 11 depends on whether \( l \) is a hidden layer or the output layer. For \( l = L \) we expand over the values of the neurons in the output layer \( F_L^N = f_L^L \)

\[
\frac{\partial C_D}{\partial s_i^l} = \sum_{k=1}^n \frac{\partial C_D}{\partial f_k^L} \frac{\partial f_k^L}{\partial s_i^l} = \frac{\partial C_D}{\partial f_i^L} \sigma'(s_i^L)
\] (13)

For all hidden layers \( l < L \) we expand over the sums \( s_i^{l+1} \) of neurons which are in the next layer and connected to the \( i \)th neuron in layer \( l \)

\[
\frac{\partial C_D}{\partial s_i^l} = \sum_{k \in \text{succ}(i,l)} \frac{\partial C_D}{\partial s_k^{l+1}} \frac{\partial s_k^{l+1}}{\partial s_i^l} = \sum_{k \in \text{succ}(i,l)} \frac{\partial C_D}{\partial w_{i,k}^{l+1}} \sigma'(s_i^l)
\] (14)

where \( \text{succ}(i,l) \) indicates the set of all neurons in the next layer connected to the \( i \)th neuron in layer \( l \). The derivatives with respect to the biases \( b_i^l \) proceeds completely analogously, the only difference being that Equation 12 evaluates to 1.

Note that in order to compute Equation 14 for some layer \( l \) we need to have the result of layer \( l+1 \). Hence we first evaluate Equation 13 for the output layer and then go backwards through the layers of the network (hence the name backpropagation). Finally, having obtained all derivatives with respect to the weights and biases allows us to perform a single step in the gradient descent (see Equation 10).
In the discussion above we made two simplifications which we are going to address now: The first simplification was the choice of the cost function. The $L^2$ norm is very intuitive but it leads to a very slow convergence of the training. The reason for this can be seen in Equation 13 and Equation 14. The derivatives are proportional to the derivative of the sigmoid function $\sigma'(z)$ which is close to 0 when $|z|$ is sufficiently large. This is avoided by choosing the cross-entropy as cost-function:

$$C_D = -\frac{1}{|D|} \sum_{x \in D} \left( \sum_{k=1}^{n} [F_k(x) \log (F_k^N(x)) + (1 - F_k(x)) \log (1 - F_k^N(x))] \right)$$ (15)

The cross-entropy has a less intuitive form. However, since $F(x) \in [0,1]$ and $0 < F^N(x) < 1$ one can see that the cross-entropy is (a) positive and (b) small when the output of the network is close to the desired output. The cross-entropy has the advantage that in Eqn. 11 the derivatives of the sigmoid function cancel, see [17, 22, 26] for a derivation.

The second simplification was taking the average over the whole training set $D$. In practice, the training set is usually subdivided into several subsets called batches so that a batch of data can be loaded into memory. This is known as stochastic gradient descent. Furthermore, part of the available training data is kept aside and not used for the training of the network. This data set is the called the validation set $V$ and it is only used to evaluate the cost function after every step of the training. The reason to keep the validation set separate is to check whether the neural network performs well on data outside of the training data. In other words, this is the first measure against overfitting To summarize the training procedure:

1. Initialize the weights and biases.
2. Pick a batch $B \subset D$ and learning rate $\eta$.
3. Perform a single step of the gradient descent, using backpropagation to compute the gradient.
4. Compute the cost function $C_V$ on the validation set.

As long as $C_V$ keeps descending we repeat steps 2 - 4. The initial values in step 1 are usually chosen to be random.

B Description of the parallel line decoder

In this section, we will describe in detail the parallel line decoder. As we mentioned in section 5.1, its purpose is to decode the syndromes that consist only a few parallel lines, and we designed it with easiness to code in mind. The steps are the following:

1. Make a list of current violated parity checks. Order the violated edges in the list by their direction.
2. For each edge $e$ in the list: Assume $e$ has coordinate $(x_0, x_1, x_2, x_3, d)$, we look for the closest edge $e' = (y_0, y_1, y_2, y_3, d)$ that still has a violated parity check, such that $x_d = y_d$. We then change one of the $x_i$ in $e$ so that $e$ and $e'$ get closer by flipping the corresponding qubit. Update the syndrome.
3. Repeat Step 1, 2 until no parity check is violated or certain time limit is exceeded.

C Brief summary of the AlphaGo architecture

In this section we will give a brief summary about the architecture of AlphaGo [30], which ends up being a strong AI at playing board game Go. It highlights the importance of combining different type of machine learning in solving complicated tasks.

1. Supervised learning is used to train a model to approximate human strategy, where the optimization is done to predict human move
with most accuracy. While solely mimicking human moves can already achieve non-trivial performance [8], it is almost surely not the best strategy. Therefore the following steps are needed.

2. Reinforcement learning is then used to further improve the model, with the goal of achieving best win rate against previous trained models. Roughly speaking, it is done by gradually changing parameters of the neural network towards the direction of winning more games, starting from the parameters obtained from the supervised learning above.

3. Monte-Carlo tree search is hand-picked as a subroutine, which reflects the 2-player turn by turn nature of the game Go. The details of Monte-Carlo tree search is not of concern to this paper. Here the point being a large and important fraction of the AlphaGo AI is pre-determined.

While it is possible with only the reinforcement learning in the step 2, the trained AI can still achieve a similar performance as the AlphaGo, it is a much riskier approach. This is because the reinforcement learning can get stuck at some local minimum. The goal of step 1 is to set the start point of optimization to be approximately the human strategy, so that we can hope the local minimum obtained by reinforcement learning is at least better.

In a later paper [31], the authors proposed a new training procedure which does not require the dataset of human moves. With the nature of 2-player game in mind, they use the policy neural network which decides the next move to play out the following few turns of both players. By doing that, they are able to recognize the better next move, and use that as a training target for the policy neural network. Overall, this approach avoids the difficulty of training the policy neural network solely based on the win or loss of a match which typically consists of hundreds of moves. Similarly, in our paper we try to avoid the same difficulty by explicitly training the neural network to recognize qubits affected by errors from the syndromes, instead of training the neural network to achieve longer memory times. We envision the possibility of applying reinforcement learning after the supervised learning phase for our decoder, so that it can even find a slightly better strategy or adapt to not drastically different noise models.

D A toy example of error correction with 1-nearest neighbor algorithm

The goal of this section is to demonstrate a baseline machine learning algorithm can fail at a toy problem similar to decoding topological codes when the lattice gets large. This should serve as an alert when attempt to use neural networks for decoding, especially due to the lack of understanding of the generalization behavior of neural networks (see [40]). The simple algorithm we will be considering is the 1-nearest neighbor algorithm. It belongs to the family of $k$-nearest neighbor algorithms, which is used for classification and regression. The output of these algorithms only depend on the $k$ entries in the dataset that are closest to the input, e.g. average over the $k$ entries for regression. It can be considered as a natural extension to the lookup table when the input space is too large and we cannot pre-compute all possible inputs (lookup table has been used for decoding the surface code in [35]). The concrete procedure of using 1-nearest neighbor algorithm for our toy problem will be explained below.

Suppose we are given a square lattice with size $L^2$. Among all the plaquettes, $p L^2$ are flipped, where $p < 0.1$ is some fixed small number. Our goal is to flip them back, but it is forbidden to look at the lattice directly, and we can only com-
pattern it to entries of a database. The database contains $N = \text{poly}(L)$ entries, and each one is generated by randomly flip $[pL^2]$ plaquettes. A natural way to use the database is to find the entry that has the most overlapping flipped plaquettes with our lattice, and then flip all the plaquettes in that entry. This approach can be considered as a 1-nearest neighbor algorithm. Intuitively, this strategy will perform poorly if $L$ is large, as the entries of the database are too sparse compared to all possibilities. In more detail, define the random variable $C$ to be the number of overlapping flipped plaquettes between two randomly generated lattice configuration described above. For large $L$, $C$ can be well approximated by $\mathcal{N}(L^2p^2, L^2p\alpha)$. Or equivalently,

$$\frac{C - L^2p^2}{L\sqrt{p\alpha}} \approx \mathcal{N}(0, 1) \quad (16)$$

Since it is known that [10]

$$\mathbb{E} \left( \max_{i \leq N} (X_i) \right) \sim \sqrt{\log N} \quad (17)$$

$$\text{Var} \left( \max_{i \leq N} (X_i) \right) \sim 1/\log N \quad (18)$$

where $X_i \sim \mathcal{N}(0, 1)$. Thus, in the database, the most similar entry will typically have around $L^2p^2 + L\sqrt{p\log N\alpha'}$ overlapping plaquettes. This is much smaller compare to $L^2p$. Therefore, if we flip plaquettes according the entry, the total number of flipped plaquettes will increase instead of decrease.

Instead of this toy problem, we can apply a similar 1-nearest neighbor algorithm to a dataset of (syndrome, position of flipped qubits). Let us consider the regime where the error rate is low. In this case, most flipped qubits are separated from each other, and the syndromes in the dataset are almost equivalent to a list of flipped qubits. Therefore, we might extrapolate from the toy problem discussed above that this particular 1-nearest neighbor algorithm will fail to decode topological codes when the lattice becomes large enough. Thus, if we want to have a machine learning decoder that is scalable, it should ideally distinguish from such an approach.

### E. Analysis of the Convolutional Neural Network

In the paper, the convolutional neural networks we use only have one convolution layer with kernel size $3^4$ and others are $1 \times 1 \times 1 \times 1$. Therefore each element in the output (before applying softmax) is determined by its surrounding $3^4$ region. This is mainly for the sake of fast training and evaluation. It is interesting to ask what will happen if we have a deeper neural network, especially considering the recent success of deep neural networks in image classification and processing. More concretely, we wish to know if we increase the number of convolution layers (and as a result increase the region each qubit can “look around” to decide its error probability), will the machine learning procedure described in our paper perform better? In the previous section we give an example that a nearest neighbor algorithm performs worse on a larger region. And in theory a deeper neural network will have a better ability to remember all the training data, thus has the capacity to be a nearest neighbor algorithm. Therefore, it is important to try to understand some difference between how neural nets and nearest neighbor algorithm generalize to unknown inputs. To this end, we tested a slightly larger neural network for our decoder.

#### E.1 Behavior of a deeper neural network trained as decoder

In this subsection, We consider a neural network which has two convolution layer with kernel size $3^4$. Thus, each element in the output of the neural network can be influenced by a $5^4$ region, or around 2500 input bits. Generally speaking, if we have large neural nets on this many input bits, overfitting is very likely to happen. For our particular setup of convolutional neural networks, it is much harder to estimate how many training data are needed to avoid overfitting. Nevertheless, it is still interesting to look at the following two facts:

- The trained larger network has a similar performance when decoding noiseless syndromes compared to the network we use in the main text, but is not tested as extensively.
- The larger network exhibits the decay of sensitivity, which means each element in the output will on average change more if an input bit closer to it is being changed. See Figure 12 for the plot.
works. We will explain the mechanism using a highly simplified setting. However, we believe it still has some effect for more general cases. We do not aim for rigoroussness in this subsection.

In Figure 13 we draw a $m = 4$ layer 1D CNN with $n = 7$ input bits and 1 output bit. The variables $x_{ij}$ are the values of the neurons (as well as inputs). We will first consider the following simplified situation:

1. There is no non-linear activation function applied in the middle of the network. The function $\tanh$ is only applied after the final layer $x_{m1}$. (In the figure this is $x_{41}$). There is also no bias term in the network. So the last layer $x_{m1}$ is a linear combination of the input bits $\{x_{1i}\}$. For the ease of notation, the number of channels for each layer is set to 1.

2. The neural network is not convolutional, but instead a normal NN with the same local connectivity as a CNN.

3. The input-output relation to be learned as $y = x_{11} = x_{1k} = \pm 1$, where $k = [n/2]$, $y$ is the desired output, and the probabilities of being 1 and -1 are both 0.5. Other $x_{1i}$ are set to 0. The cost function is $c = (y - \tanh(x_{m1}))^2$.

It is obvious that the neural net can approximate the above input-output relation well by being a linear combination $x_{m1} = a_1 x_{11} + a_k x_{1k}$ with the weights satisfy $a_1 + a_k \gg 1$. We will argue that with gradient descent as training method, in general we will have $a_k > a_1$. In other words, the output of the network $y' = \tanh(x_{m1})$ will depends more heavily based on $x_{1k}$ compared to $x_{11}$. Operationally, this can be checked by setting $x_{11} \neq x_{1k}$. As we never train the neural net with data that have $x_{11} \neq x_{1k}$, this can be considered as checking how the neural net generalize to unseen inputs.

We will assume that the weights $\{w_i\}$ are initialized with the same normal distributions with mean 0 and standard deviation $\sigma$. Since there is no non-linear activation function, we have

$$x_{ij} = \sum_k a_k^{(ij)} x_{1k}$$

We will show that when the weights of the network are initialized, $\text{Var}(a_k^{(ij)})$ is proportional to
The total number of paths from \( x_{1k} \) to \( x_{ij} \). Let \( p \) be any path from \( x_{1k} \) to \( x_{ij} \). We can think \( p \) as the set of weights \( w_i \) on the path. It is easy to show that

\[
a_k^{ij} = \sum_p \prod_{w_i \in p} w_i \equiv \sum_p W_p \tag{20}
\]

Note that for different path \( p_1, p_2 \), while \( W_{p_1} \) is not independent of \( W_{p_2} \), we have \( \text{Cov}(W_{p_1}, W_{p_2}) = 0 \). Thus,

\[
\text{Var}(a_k^{ij}) = \sum_p \text{Var}(W_p) \tag{21}
\]

More generally, we can formulate the above argument as the following observation:

**Observation 1.** Define \( b^{(ijz)}_{(i,j1)} = \sum_{p \in S} \prod_{w_k \in p} w_k \), where \( S \) is the set of paths from \( x_{i1j1} \) to \( x_{i2j2} \). When the weights of the network are initialized, \( \text{Var}(b^{(ijz)}_{(i,j1)}) \) is proportional to the total number of paths in \( S \).

We want to use the variance to compare the magnitudes of \( b^{(ijz)}_{(i,j1)} \). In order for this to work, one condition is that the distributions of \( b^{(ijz)}_{(i,j1)} \) should all have a “regular shape” (e.g. approximated by normal distribution). In Figure 15, we plotted the distribution of \( a^{(m1)}_{(n/2)} \), which is defined in Equation 19 and \( x_{m1} \) is the output of the network. We see that the distribution can be described as bell shapes. Thus, the variances already contain a large amount of information of the distribution.

![Figure 13: An illustration of the connectivity of a small 1D convolutional neural network. In this section, we set the number of channels to 1. Thus, each \( x_{ij} \) is a real number. The arrays represent dependence relation. For example, \( x_{21} \) is a function of \( x_{11}, x_{12}, x_{13} \), and in this section the function is simply a linear sum.](image13)

![Figure 14: All paths through the grey area contributes to the gradient of \( w_i \), while only the path along the edge contributes to \( w_j \) (assuming there is no path from \( x_{1[n/2]} \) to \( w_j \)).](image14)

![Figure 15: The distribution of the outputs from 3 and 4 layer neural network when the weights are initialized. 600 numerical trials are done in order to plot each figure. The networks have the connectivity shown in Figure 13. The only non-zero element we set in the input is the center element \( x_{1[n/2]} = 1 \). Thus, what we are showing here is the distribution of \( a^{(m1)}_{(n/2)} \), where \( a_k^{(ij)} \) is defined in Equation 19 and \( x_{m1} \) is the output of the network. We see that the distribution can be described as bell shapes. Thus, the variances already contain a large amount of information of the distribution.](image15)
\[
\frac{\partial x_{m1}}{\partial w_i} = \sum_{p \in S_i, w_j \in \mathcal{P}_j \neq i} w_j x_{11}
\]

where \( S_i \) is the set of paths which go through \( w_i \) and one of \( x_{11} \) and \( x_{1|n/2} \). Substitute these in, we have

\[
\frac{\partial x_{m1}}{\partial w_i} = 2 \frac{\partial c}{\partial f} \frac{df}{dx_{m1}} |_{x_{11}=1} \sum_{p \in S_i, w_j \in \mathcal{P}_j \neq i} w_j
\]

(25)

Since the first two terms on the r.h.s are the same when we compute \( \frac{\partial c}{\partial w_i} \) for different \( w_i \) in the same network, to compare the gradients we only need to consider the last term. By using Observation 1, we know that just after the initialization (or when \( w_i \) have not been too correlated), the gradient of the weight that involved in more paths connecting \( x_{11} \) or \( x_{1|n/2} \) to \( x_{m1} \) has a larger variance, and obviously the mean of the gradients are 0. On a speculation level, this means most weights connecting \( x_{1|n/2} \) to \( x_{m1} \) changes faster compared to those connects \( x_{11} \) to \( x_{m1} \) in the same layer. Intuitively, these trends will continue, since the gradient w.r.t to a weight will be larger if other weights on the path have larger absolute values. Indeed, in Figure 16, we can see for one particular setting, the gradient with respect to a weight in the center region is in general larger compared to one in the corner throughout the whole training process.

There is another important factor that causes \( x_{1|n/2} \) to have a larger influence on the output.

Observation 2. If we assume that at the end of the training, all the weights have the same value, e.g. 1. In this case, \( x_{1|n/2} \) will still have a larger coefficient in the expansion of the output, because there are more paths connecting from it.

So the high chance of \( x_{1|n/2} \) having larger influence is likely a combined result of the Observation 2 and the gradient mechanism we discussed previously.

Now let us discuss the simplification we made above. If the network is convolutional, which means the weights are shared in the same layer, Observation 2 is still true. However, it is not clear whether the above argument about gradients is still relevant, as apparently the weights are changing at the same rates regardless of its position in one layer. Below we will look at a very specific scenario, in which the magnitudes of the gradients with respect to different weights still play a role in the final outcome. First, note that Observation 1 still holds, because it remains true that \( \text{Cov}(W_{p1}, W_{p2}) = 0 \) for any two different paths \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \). Assume in the Fig 14, \( w_i \) and \( w_j \) are shared weights and thus \( w_i = w_j \). Let us consider the possible scenario that the gradient with respect to \( w_i \) and \( w_j \) have different signs, but the norm of the gradient w.r.t \( w_i \) is much larger. Then the update of \( w_i \) (and \( w_j \)) will be according to the gradient of \( w_i \), which increase the likelihood of the final decision \( x_{m1} \) to be based on \( x_{1|n/2} \). Overall, more study needs to be done regarding the convolutional neural networks.

The effect of activation function in the middle of the network will depend on the choice of the particular function and the initial distribution of the weights. For example, if we initialize all weights with a small enough variance, then initially all \( x_{ij} \) are still in the linear regime of activation function such as sigmoid or tanh. For the popular RELU activation function (i.e. \( y = \text{max}(x, 0) \)), since it is linear whenever the input is larger then 0, we can expect observation 1 to still be true.

Lastly, we considered a very simple input probability distribution. In general, the inputs are likely to be noisy, and the input-output relation is more complicated than an identity function. To have an toy example of noisy inputs, later in the next subsection we are going to perform a numerical experiment where we replace the 0 input bits to a random \( \pm 1 \) in the input distribution we considered above. Intuitively, we can still argue that for \( x_{ij} \) in the middle of a layer will have a larger signal-to-noise ratio compared to the ones on the edge, as a larger part of the variance come actually from the signal. This might suggest that the weights in the middle will change faster.

E.3 Numerical results

We setup the network and the training data according to the description above, with the only change being that inputs are 2D with size 7 \( \times \) 7 and 9 \( \times \) 9. In particular, the neural networks are not convolutional, but have the same local connectivity as a 2D convolutional one. The number of channels for each hidden layer is 10. We choose one of the corner input bits to be the same (or
reverse) of the center bit. The weights of the network are initialized with normal distribution that has mean 0 and standard variance 0.1. We use the vanilla gradient descent with some exponential decay of the learning rate. The final output of the tanh is rounded to integer and compared to the desired output. The training stops when the average of cost function $c$ is smaller then 0.02 for a batch of 100 training data (the threshold of 0.02 is chosen so that when given the reversed input, the output of tanh will be rounded to ±1 instead of 0). We then test the network on inputs where the chosen corner bit and the center bit have different signs. We repeat the above procedure for 20 times on both $7 \times 7$ and $9 \times 9$ inputs. In all experiments, the network always output the center input bit when the center and corner input bits have different sign. To verify the argument in the previous subsection that the gradients with respect to the variables in the center region are larger, we numerically compute the gradients at 10 selected time steps during the training process. The result can be found in Figure 16. Here we set the input size to be $9 \times 9$, and the number of channels for each hidden layer to be 1. We compute the gradient of the loss function with respect to two weights. Both weights are connecting from the first to the second hidden layers. One of the weights located in the center, while the other located in the corner corresponding to the non-zero element in the input. In the plot, each vertical segment represents the range of the gradients at a particular time step of the 30 training runs, while the width of transparent color patches represents the distribution. Indeed we can see the gradient of the weight in the center region is in general larger compared to the one in the corner.

We also do a test where the scenario is more complicated (and to some degree more practical). As discussed previously, we can add noise by changing all the 0 in the inputs to a random ±1. RELU activation function (i.e. $y = \max(x, 0)$) is added to the middle layers of the network. The size of the input is $9 \times 9$, and accuracy is evaluated by comparing the signs of the final tanh to the desired outputs. Otherwise the setting is the same as in the previous experiment. In Figure 17, we plot the accuracy during the training process. We can see while the accuracy rises when given the aligned inputs (i.e. the particular corner bit and the center bit are equal), the network becomes more deterministically at outputting the center bit when given reversed inputs (i.e. the particular corner bit and the center bit have inverted sign). The test are repeated several times where similar results are observed.

![Figure 16: Absolute values of gradients with respect to two weights during different stages of the training. Both weights are connecting from the first to the second hidden layers. The data comes from running the same training process for 30 times, and we compute the gradient at 10 specific time steps during the training. In the plot, the vertical segments made of solid lines represent the ranges of the gradients, while the width of the transparent color patches represents the distribution. We can see the gradient of the weight in the center region is in general larger compared to the one in the corner.](image-url)
Figure 17: Accuracy of matching the center input bits during training. Inputs are noisy and there are non-linear activation functions for all layers. The blue solid line corresponds to the accuracy when given aligned inputs, while the orange dotted line corresponds to reversed inputs. Note that in order to differentiate the lines, the accuracy for reversed inputs is defined to be the percentage of output matching the corner bit. Thus towards the end of the training, the outputs almost always matching the center bits when given reversed input. The accuracy is evaluated on a batch of 50 inputs.